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Abstract 

The dielectron emission by pion annihilation in an isospin-asymmetric pion gas at finite 

temperature is considered. Due to the difference between the longitudinal and transverse 

parts of the in-medium p meson self-energy a specific asymmetry of the rates is caused for 

electron pairs with relative momenta perpendicular or parallel to the total pair momen- 

tum. This asymmetry may be considered as a sensitive signal of in-medium modifications 

of the p properties. 
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1. Introduction: In-medium modifications of hadrons attract presently much theo- 

retical and experimental interest. In particular, dileptons can be considered as a probe of 

the vector meson dynamics in an excited nuclear environment. According to the vector 

dominance model [I], the pion electromagnetic form factor is almost completely domi- 

nated by the p meson below an invariant mass of about 1 GeV [2], and this gives rise 

to the hope to explore in-medium properties of the p meson via the lepton pair produc- 

tion in the T+T- annihilation process [3] in the Course of heavy-ion collisions. However, 

the up to now calculated in-medium modification of the p mass and decay width mithin 

different models gives too a modest affection of the dielectron distribution as function 

of the dielectron invariant mass M [4] to be Seen, at least at the present level of the 

available accuracy of experimental data. The other problem here is the large number of 

competing dielectron sources in nucleus-nucleus collisions [5]. In the nuclear medium the 

properties of the sources might be modified and it is difficult to extract the contribution 

of a separate channel (e.g., T+T- annihilation) from the data. In Ref. [6] the lepton decay 

anisotropy (or more general, the lepton pair angular distribution) has been proposed for 

disentangling different sources. 

In the present letter we focus on another possible observable in the dielectron spectra, 

namely the dielectron asymmetry. The asymmetry is a measure of the difference between 

the dielectron production rates for pairs with the relative pair momentum t = p+ - p- 

perpendicular and parallel to the total pair momentum p = p+ -/-P- (pi are the momenta 

of the electrons and This quantity can provide information on the delicate in- 

medium properties of the p meson. It is caused by a difference between longitudinal m d  

transverse parts of the p self-energy. In vacuum this difference is exactly Zero because 

of the spatial isotropy. Generally, in matter the asymmetry vanishes only for those p 

mesons with the spatial momentum p = 0. In an isos~in-s~mrnetric pion medium at 

finite temperature T the asymmetry has been considered in Ref. [ T ]  and is found to 

be comparatively small. Here we analyze the case of an isospin-asymmetric pion medium 

with large values of the charge chernical. potential PQ and show that the differente between 

longitudinal and transverse parts of the p self-energy is larger, which in turn leads to the 

above mentioned distinctive asymmetry of the dielectron production rates, 

Our prediction has still a qualitative character. For a more detailed quantitative 



estimate one needs to include yet the baryonic degrees of freedom and other mesons 

in order to describe realistically the fireball in intermediate energy heavy-ion collisions, 

or the fragmentation region or the midrapidity region in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 

Nevertheless, the model of a pure pionic isospin-asymmetric medium at finite temperature 

and chemical potential p~ has its own interest as simplest model of strongly interacting 

hadrons and represents a necessary step towards the more complete theory. An example 

of this interest is the recent work of Weldon [8], where the dilepton production by r fn -  

annihilation via the intermediate scalar a meson is considered. This process can occur 

only in a CP-violating medium with PQ #O. We consider here another generic non- 

trivial in-medium effect which can be, in principle, verified experimentally with sufficient 

accuracy. 

2. Dilepton rate and asymmetry: Recall that the thermal lepton pair produc- 

tion rate within the vector dominance model is related to the imaginary part of the p 

propagator as follows [?, 91 (we utilize units with E = C = 1) 

with 

where p = (E, p), p2 = lW2, and F and G are the complex valued longitudinal (L) and 

transverse (T) parts of the in-medium p propagator 

(PLnT denote the corresponding projectors [7]). In Eq. (1) the quantity t depends on the 

angle Otp between the vectors t and p (to measured in the medium's rest frame) and 

varies from 0 at Otp = 7r/2 up to 1 at Otp = 0. 

The effect of the difference of the longitudinal and transverse polarization contributions 

manifests itself most clearly in the angular dependence of the asymmetry of the differential 

distributions, which we define as 



In vacuum the transverse and longitudinal parts of the p self-energy are equal to each 

other and, as consequence, A(Otp) vanishes. Gale and Kapusta [T] found that at pg = 0 

and finite temperature the difference between F and G is rather small even at T=150 

MeV which leads to a hardly measurable value of A(Otp). The situation changes at finite 

' pQ- 

3. Self-energies: Calculating the p self-energy as starting point we use an effective 

Lagangian which describes a system of charged pions and p mesons 

where q5 is the complex pion field, pp stands for the neutral vector field with the strength 

ppV = appy - dypp7 and D, = 8, - igpp, denotes the covariant derivative; p, v are Lorentz 

indices. The Harniltonian of the system is related to the Lagrangian (6) in the usual way 

by ?i = x a o y -  L with y = (4, F ,  P). 
a ( 3 0 ~ )  

A finite value of the chemical potential p~ leads to a transformation of the Hamilto- 

nian, which we use for the calculation of the partition function, 7-1 4 3-1 - pQ J o ,  where 

J. is the time component of Noether7s current J, i$(#P(D,$) - 4(D,q5)*). Then using 

the standard functional integral methods (e.g., Refs. [10, 111) we calculate the partition 

function up to second order of the coupling constant gp and express the p polarization 

operator via loop integrals. The divergent part of the self-energy is regularized with coun- 

terterms by using the dimensional regularization. For details of the lengthy calculation 

we refer the interested reader to Ref. [B]. The final expressions of the in-medium (mat) 

parts of the self-energies F and G read 



(E2 - p2 t 2 k l ~ 1 ) ~  - 4E2u2 (E2 - p2)2 - ~ ( E L u '  + 2 k l ~ I ) ~  
a = b = 

(E" -2 2klp1)2 - 4EzU2 ' (E2 - p2)2 - ~ ( E w  - 2klp1)2' 

where C = B(k - k-) - B(k+ - k) with k* = I E ( ~  - 4 m : / ~ ~ ) ' / ~  f j p l  1. These quantities are 

needed for F = Fmat + F„, and G = Gmat + G„„ where the vacuum (vac) contributions 

F„, = G„, are given in Eq. (19) of Ref. [7]. The expressions (7) - (10) look very similar 

to the results of Gale and Kapusta [7], but the pion distribution function becomes now 

N(w) = [exp{(w - pQ)/T) - I]-'+ [exp{(w + pQ)/T) - 11-I with w2 = mz + k2. Please 

notice that the F's and G% depend on the invariant mass M and the total pair momentum 

ipl. All dependence on the angle Otp is described by the quantity 6 which enters Eq. (1). 

4. The asymmetry: Eqs. (I),  (7 )  - (10) allow to calculate several in-medium correc- 

tions to the dielectron production rate. In the present letter we limit ourselves onto the 

discussion of the asymmetry (5). For this goal we compare first the difference between 

longitudinal and transverse parts of the self-energy. In our calculations we utilize the 

numerical values m, = 139.6 MeV, m, = 770 MeV, and g,2/471- = 2.93. Fig. 1 displays 

the ratios Re F/Re G and Im F/Im G as function of the invariant dielectron mass M for 

different values of Ipl. To catch a realistic temperature of the hadron gas, where our 

effect is largest, we choose T = 150 MeV. For the charge chemical potential we employ 

p~ = 120AMeV, which represents an upper limit of values to be expected in heavy-ion 

collisions [12]. For sufficiently small values of p~ we recover the results of Gale and Ka- 

pusta 171. From Fig. 1 follows that the real part of the longitudinal contribution is smaller 

than that of the transverse contribution, i.e., Re F < ReG, while the imaginary parts 

have the opposite behavior. At Ipl = 0 we get F = G, but at finite values of /pl we See 

a significant difference between F and G. The largest difference appears in the region of 

M 0.4 - 0.6 GeV, and its absolute value increases with Ipl. The averaged p momentum 

at given temperature of the hadron gas is < Ipl >= 0.66 GeV. 

The angular dependence of the asymmetry A(Otp), defined in Eq. (5), at M = 0.5 

GeV and for different values of Ipl is displayed in Fig. 2. At small values of Ipl one gets 

X WT> and the asymmetry vanishes. At finite bp 1 the asymmetry increases smoothly 
- 

with Otp and reaches its maximum value at Otp = $. 

Fig. 3 shows the maximum asymmetry at Otp = as function of the invariant mass 

at different, values of Ip/. At p > 0, and when M -t 2m„ Im F + Im G holds and we find 

sharply decreasing values of A :). On the other hand, one can see that A( $) has a zero at 



ki = mp+S(p), where S(p) is a smoothly decreasing function of p2 with S(p)/mp < 

So, the asymmetry reaches a maximum between rW = 2m,  and this zero, i.e., within the 

interval 2m, < M < m,, because of the inequality Im F > ImG at M < m,. It'e find 

that the maximum asymmetry increases again with Ip[ and it may be as much as 0.24 

for lpl = 0.8 GeV. For the isospin-symmetric medium with p~ = 0 it is about four times 

smaller, while for p~ = 60 MeV it becomes 0.13 (at Ipl = 0.8 GeV). 

5. Summary: In Summary, we predict a specific asymmetry in the differential elec- 

tron pair distribution in an isospin-asymmetric pion medium: The rates for pairs with 

relative momentum parallel and perpendicular to the total pair momentum differ due to 

in-medium effects. We find that the asymmetry increases with the charged pion chemical 

potential p~ and is largest for large values of the total pair momentum. However, the 

presence of the other mesons and baryons needs to be regarded for more realistic quan- 

titative predictions. Nevertheless, relying on the present schematic model we are able to 

figure out hints for an interesting generic phenomenon which is sensitive to in-medium 

effects and which is worth investigating in more details. Potentially, this medium effect 

can give us a new insight into the dilepton production as a probe of hadron properties 

under extreme conditions. 
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FIG. 2. The angular dependence of the asymmetry A(Otp) for M = 0.5 GeV and for 

different values of Ipl (pQ = 120 MeV, T = 150 MeV). 



FIG. 3. The asymmetry A(q) as function of the invariant mass M for different. values 

of lpl (pQ = 120 MeV, T = 150 MeV). 
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